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Levantine Arabic transcript: 

 
�2� ا&@?<�=$ >7رت إ:$ أدرس )�'&% #78ت أ.45 +� ا&3(12(ت ا&$ .'رس +*( )�'&% #$ #"! � A8"B )C& .

'ی%، ا&3(12% اQو&P إ&$ ه$ ا&3(12% اNس2E�KL $# %ة، و#$ +*( <(12% أ.? #$ +*( .EF Gث <(1C2(ت .'رس )�
G".): $# س، و#$ +*( <(12% ا&*3(ح'T&ا $# G7 <(12% ه$ <(12% . دیUأآ ،$*W7 <(12% .@*(سUر أآ)@Bزم أZ آ(ن ):\#

سA"3 . ن ا&?اح' .(&3(12%.'ه( .G ا&C!(#% :^ س(+% و.[?. ا&*3(ح ا&?آ*�% #$ :(."Q G:=( >7یP"+ %W 2[(ن س[*$
.["�% ا&8�'&%، آ"�% ا&8�Z'12 )*+ bWT@. %&'ت +(&�%، 2� أ+"P ا&Z'1Cت، ی1*$ ه$ .@�F $3(:$ إa$ .1' آ"�% ا& `، 

آ(ن .�*(سW*$ إ:$ أدل آ"�% ا&8�A"3!# ،%&' ودA"B ا&1C'ل إ&$ .@P"+ c"WT اEF b<Qث وت!1�� .(&C�c، أ:( 12'&$ 
� .["?ری?س )�'&% ه$ +'د ا&!(+(ت إ. #�=(="C]زم ا&?اح' یZ $&175 i2 ،س*?ات GCB 2'ة P"+ %C!T2 %+)س 

j8:س*?ات و k.أر �2 b<\. �=8"lزم یZ i2س*?ات، و GCB �2 7U7 أآB\@ب یE &زم اZ .%&'�8&ا c�"آ A"3س .
,  ا&[�C�(ء&$ ه$ اQح�(ء،.@i"W س*c أو&P إ&$ ه$ .@[?ن س*% تq5�7ی% &"8�# pB?. ،%&'�no12 )= 2?اد آ"�% ا&1"?م ا

&Aw". )C .["% . ا&7ی(ض�(ت، ا&u�Kی(ء، ا&C?اد اQس(س�% ا&$ .?pBه( آbB'. `&)t b آ"�% ا& ` او ا&=*'س% أو ا&8�'&%
7 2� ا&7W@lCات، آZ b8# bزم ی[?ن EF x)12ث 7W@l2ات �W7ات، #$ +*( +'د آW@lC&ا P"+ )*+ K7آ@. c&'�8&ا

l2 bآ bC]ن ی)w+ b<Qا P"+%&'�8&2@1` #$ ا $a7 إUا أآp5'د، هC&ا A<?&ا $# c7اتW@ . P&إح*( .*'رس +*( س*% أو
إ&$ ه$ س*% تq5�7ی%، س*% F(:�% وU&)F% 2?اد .@@y"1 .(&8�'&�%، 2?اد اQدویc، تq5�7 اQدوی%، .1' ا&!*% ا&Z %U&)Uزم 

ا&8�'&% ی'رب #$ )�'&�% 8B72% یZ $*1زم آt b(&` #$ آ"�% . یW'ى +*'ي ا&@'ری` ا&8�Z':$ #$ )�'&�(ت
�+'د ا&!(+(ت ا&$ . وC@12'ة 2� ا&58% #$ أي cT *2، س?اء #$ n"1@. )2 %T *2 أو #$ أي ."' .'و إی(ه( #$ #"! �

+w(ن ی@7lج <Eزم ی[bC هpا ا&1'د .  س(+% +C"�% #$ ا&8�'&�(تZ1440زم ی[w+ )="C(ن یl"^ ا&@'ری` ا&$ ه$ 
� +"GCB P د#1(ت500 +'د Etب آ"�% ا&8�c&'، #$ +*( ت7TیW( .ا&C "?ب 2� س(+(ت ا&@'ری`�C!T2 `&)t  . bآ
`&)t %� ن?]@. )Cد#1% دا� . $u]@. %7آ(ت أدویa Z(ت و�'&�إح*( 2( +*( ) ?:Q ،7�Uد آ'+ �� !"u& %W!*&). 7W@1ه? ی
c*س b7<?ا آl1'د ا&$ ت& .`&)t %�C& �، اNس2E�KL $# %ة .@7lج ی1*$ <(12% ا&*3(ح .@7lج آb س*% .5'ود ت!1�

� t(&`، ا.? دیQ A>7B )2 )!& G:=( &!( آ"�% <'ی'ة ه*(ك�:)CF ��1W7ض?ا #$ ح'ود س. . ،)*+ $*� !"u&ا&!?ق ا
 �� ا&8�(د&c آC(ن إ&$ .@7l<?ا 2+ 7o*&ا ��. ،c&(د�ا&8 �2 7�W]&ا ا&1'د اp7آ(ت، 2( .@!@?+` هw&(ت وا�'&�ا&8

�دول :)F�c و.7<1?ا یw@�"?ا #� !"# $ . b�@wی $aزم أول إZ ،7ةa)W2 %�&'�( �@uا ی?"T5. )2 `&) &7ج اl@1' 2( ی.
%�&'�( �@uن .1'ی=( ی�'ر ی)w+ ،c"2)آ c*س ،c8B72 c�&'�( $# c*أو ی@'رب س . )*+ ،)*+ دة?>?C&ا b�w&ت اZ)32

.G ا&7a . c"]wCآ(ت اQدوی%#$ ا&58%، ی( إ2( )�(د&c #$ ا&58% أو إ:? اN:!(ن یb�@w #$ )�'&�c()B c أو #$ 
.7a Gآ% .�Z)> A 2?<?دة #$ أ:? إح*( +*( +'د 52'ود 2� 7aآ(ت اQدوی% آ"=( 2@?ا<'x #$ رام ا�، #$ +*( 

. %T *2�n5& A و.�. ،Z)> A�7a )C*آ% ا&T'س &"7q5@!Cات ا& W�c، و#$ +*( 7aآ% .�7زی*8@& A�k اQدوی%، و#$ 
7w&ء، ه(ي ا)uw&7آ% دار اa )*+7ه( #$ رام ا�T2 ثEU&زم . آ(ت اZ %7آa $# b�@wو ی'. ^la ي�#  �2 bT@*ی

c*]س %T *2 . b�@a7ت إ:$ أ@B)# ،ا&'ار $# i�+وا k>ي أر'. $:Q رام ا� $# i�+وا bT@:1( أ:( )1` <'ا أرد أWt
c()B %�&'�( $# ��*> %T *2 $# رأس 2(ل وح`. ه?ن x)12 إذا آ(ن ،c*س ^lw&ا bC]1' 2( ی. ،c�&'�( �@uی 

� )�'&�c()B c إ&?@uوی ^�B7ت P"+ b8558% وی"& c<م أورا'Tی c:)]2�. . 
 

English translation: 

 
When I graduated from Tawjihi,1 I decided to study pharmaceutics. So I started a search 
for the universities that teach Pharmaceutics in Palestine. We have only three universities 
that teach pharmaceutics. The first one is the Islamic university in Gaza, and we have the 
University of Abu Dees in Jerusalem, and we have the University of Najah in Nablus. I 
had to choose the most suitable university to fit my needs. The most suitable one was the 
                                                 
1 Senior year of high school. 



National University of Najah in Nablus because it is close to my home. It takes, 
considering distance, a half an hour for a person to be [arrive] at the university.  
 
I registered in the School of Pharmaceutics. This faculty accepts only high GPAs,2 [it is] 
among the highest required GPAs -- coming in second place after the School of 
Medicine. The minimal GPA accepted is 93/100. My GPA was within the range 
acceptable for applying to the School of Pharmaceutics; therefore, I registered and 
enrolled there. The number of credits that one has to take in order to graduate with the 
bachelor's degree in pharmaceutics is 175 credits extended over five years. A student 
should not go beyond those five years, nor can he graduate in less than 4.5 years.  
 
I enrolled in the School of Pharmaceutics. The first year was preparatory to the study of 
pharmaceutics. One takes most of the general subjects in the School of Sciences, like 
biology, chemistry, mathematics, and physics. These are the same basic courses that each 
student takes when enrolling in the fields of medicine, engineering, or pharmaceutics. At 
the beginning of the course of studies, there is an emphasis on lab work. We have a large 
number of lab credits. Each semester, the student should be enrolled in at least three lab 
courses so that he/ can finish all the required lab credits in the specific time allotted. This 
is the most exhausting aspect of the field of pharmaceutics.  
 
The first year being a preparatory year, the second and the third years have courses that 
are specific to pharmaceutics, subjects related to the preparation of medication. After the 
third year, we have a pharmacist practicum in pharmacies. That is, each student in the 
School of pharmaceutics should do a practicum in a pharmacy. It is mandatory for every 
student in the School of Pharmaceutics to have a practicum in a pharmacy that is 
accredited and licensed by the Ministry of Health either in his own place of study or in 
any other district he wants in Palestine. The number of credits that he has to take in order 
to finish the practicum is 1440 credits. In order to graduate, he has to finish all these 
practicum credits. The number of students in the School of Pharmaceutics is around 500 
students, divided into five groups. Each group is made up of around 100 students. This 
number is considered large in Palestine, due to the fact that we don’t have enough 
pharmacies or medication manufacturing companies to meet the number of students 
graduating every year. For instance, the University of Najah graduates around 90 to 100 
students, the Islamic University in Gaza graduates around 70 to 80 students, and the 
University of Abu Dees does not have any graduates yet since the faculty there is still 
new. The Palestinian market, the pharmacies and the companies, can’t employ this large 
number of pharmacists -- not to mention the pharmacist who graduates in other countries 
and comes back to work in Palestine.  
 
Upon graduating, the student is not allowed to open up a pharmacy of his own right 
away. He should work or practice in a licensed pharmacy for a whole year, after which he 
is able to have his own. The available work opportunities are either in the Ministry of 
Health as pharmacists, or work in one’s own private pharmacy, or with the medicine 
manufacturers. The problem is that we have a limited number of medicine manufacturers. 
They are mostly in Ramallah. There is one company available in the area of Beit Lahim 
                                                 
2 The reference is to scores on the Tawjihi tests given in the senior year of high school. 



and Beit Jala.   The company of Al-Quds for medication equipment, the company of Beer 
Zeit for medicine manufacturing, and the company of Dar-Al-Shifa’ are all in Ramallah.  
Therefore, anyone who wants to work in these companies has to move away from home. 
For me, it was hard to move away from home again and live in Ramullah, since I wanted 
to go back and live in my home. Therefore, I chose to work here in the area of Jenin in a 
private pharmacy. At the end of a year, if one has financial resources and wants to open 
up a pharmacy, they may send their papers to the Ministry of Education to obtain a 
license. This will enable them to have a private pharmacy. 
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